Let S be a finite semigroup and let K be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. Herein, we derive a formula for the congruence --: induced on S by the direct sum of all the irreducible representations of S over K. This congruence ------is proved to be the same as the congruence induced by the minimal homomorphic image of S, which is one-to-one on the subgroups of S and such that two distinct principal ideals of S, each generated by an idempotent, have distinct images.
of S into itself. Then by a theorem of Krohn-Rhodes (which determines the complexity of S in terms of its homomorphic images), together with the previous character results, we prove that T is nilpotent and index(T) = #~(S).
Finally the character results proved here imply that, if the Fundamental Lemma on Complexity is valid, then the complexity of S is the maximum of the images of all its irreducible representations. This is known to be the case for all regular semigroups.
In the following all semigroups S are assumed to have finite order and K denotes an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. We assume the reader is familiar with the following material although this paper is reasonably self-contained:
(1) Standard theorems from the representation theory of finite dimensional K algebras. See [2] , [7] , and [9] . Standard finite dimensional (2) The definition and elementary properties of the (group) complexity of S, #dS). See Chapter 6 of [8] and the introduction of [5] . Statement of the main theorem of complexity for semigroups S which are union of groups. See Theorem 9.2.5 of [8] and Theorem A of [5] .
(3) Standard theorems for finite semigroups, e.g., Rees Theorem, the Green relations, the Schtitenberger representation, etc. See [11 or [8] .
The calculus of homomorphisms on S including the definition and existence of the minimal homomorphic image of S which is one-to-one on the subgroups of S, denoted S ---~+ S ", definition and elementary properties of group mapping semigroups, etc. See Chapter 8 of [8] .
In the following all undefined notation is given in the previously cited references.
In this paper we derive a formula for the congruence -induced on S by the direct sum of all the irreducible representations of S over K. We show that ~-is the same as the congruence induced on S by S -+~-S ~ § the minimal homomorphic image of S which is one-to-one on each subgroup of S and such that two distinct regular j-classes of S have disjoint images. (See Chapter 8 of [8] .)
Assume q~ is a faithful finite dimensional representation of S. Let R(~) be the associated completely reducible representation having the same character as ~0. That is, R(~) is the direct sum of the Jordan-H61der factors of q~. Then by applying the Burnside-Steinberg theorem [7] we prove that the congruence induced by R(cp) on S equals --.
We next apply these results to compute the complexity, #s(S), of S when S is a union of groups. A linear transformation T = B(S) is defined on the character ring of S into itself. Then by a theorem of KrohnRhodes [5, 8] (which determines the complexity of S in terms of its homomorphic images), together with the previous character result, we prove that Tis nilpotent and index (T) = #s(S). For a detailed exposition see Chapter 9 of [8] , which assumes the character theory results proved here.
1. CONGRUENCES [NDUCED BY IRREDUCIBLE REPRESENTATIONS NOTATION 1.1. In the following, all semigroups are of finite order. R, S, T, U, and V denote semigroups. K denotes an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero. All representations ~ considered will be finite dimensional right K[S]-modules. K [S] denotes the semigroup algebra of S over K (which need not have an identity). We will speak interchangeably about ~ as being a representation and a module. See [1, Ch. 5] , [2] , and [9] .
In this paper epimorphism means onto homomorphism. Lr ~, ~, ~ = J denote the Green relations (see [1] or [8] ). Let a be one of the Green relations and let ~v : S--+~-T be an epimorphism (the double arrow will will signify that the mapping is surjective). Then 90 is an a-homomorphism iff [~(sl) ~q)(sz) iff sl~s2] for all sl, s2 ~ S. ~ is an ~'-homomorphism iff q~(sl) ~q~(s2) implies Sle~S2 for all regular elements ST, s2 of S. See Chapter 8 of [8] . Notice ~' and ~ epimorphisms coincide if S is regular.
Let ~b : S --~+ T (be an epimorphism), then ~b is a 7-homomorphism iff ~b is one-to-one when restricted to each subgroup of S. Let q~ : S-~ T~ be homomorphisms for 1 ~< i ~ n. Then /-/~v~ : S ~ T is the induced epimorphism defined by ll%(s) ----(q~i(s) ..... q~,(s) ) for s e S and T =//q~(S) __~ 7"1 X ... X T,, where ~ denotes subdirect product. See Chapter 8 of [8] .
Let ~ ..... ~, be a complete set of inequivalent irreducible representations (IRR) of S. The number n is finite by the Wedderburn theory (see [9] or [2] ). 
FL(A) denotes the reverse semigroup of FR(A). Let I be a left ideal of S, then M~ : S--+ FL(I) is the homomorphism defined by (M~(s))(x) = sx
for s e S, x ~ L Ms R for J a right ideal is defined dually.
The following definition is fundamental in investigations concerning both the complexity of S (see [5] or [8] ) and the irreducible representations of S (see Theorem 1.1(a) below). This definition provides the critical link between the concepts of characters and complexity. DEFINITION 1.2. S is a generalized group mapping (GGM) semigroup iff S = {1) or S has a minimal or 0-minimal two-sided ideal I so that both M~ and M, R are one-to-one homomorphisms.
If S @ {1), and S is a GGM semigroup then the ideal I is necessarily regular, non-zero, and uniquely determined. See 8.2.15 of [8] . As in [8] let S ,, S | denote H(q~i 9 q~ : S -+-~ T,, TiGGM and Ti ~= 7,-if i ~j}. NOTATION 1.3. Let q)k : S ~, Tk be epimorphisms for k = 1, 2. Then qh is equivalent to q02 iff there exists an isomorphism a : 7"1 ~ T2 so that agox ----~2. (This is not to be confused with equivalent of two matrix representations.) For an epimorphism (p :S---,~ T let mod(q~) be the congruence induced on S by % i.e., sl -~-s2 mod((p) iff q~(sx) = q~(s2). Clearly ~v~ is equivalent to q~2 iff mod(9~0 = mod(~v2).
Let ~Vk : S ~ Tk be epimorphisms for k = 1, 2. We write ~1 ~ 092 iff there exists an epimorphism ~b :/'1 --~ T2 so that ~(~/91 = (P2 9 Clearly ePl >~ (P~ iff Sl ~ sz (mod ~0a) implies s~ ~ s~ (mod q~z).
Let S be a fixed semigroup. Let .~ be a collection of epimorphisms of S closed under equivalence. An epimorphism 9~:S ,, T is functorially minimal with respect to .~ iff ~ e .~ and for any ~b in .~, ~b ~> q~. See Chapter 8 of [8] .
Recall Notation 1.1. In this paper S--~ S ~+~' denotes the functorially minimal 7 and f-homomorphism of S. It will follow from Lemma 1.7 that S ,, S ~+~' exists and is clearly unique up to equivalence. PROOF: We first prove (a). By the Rees theorem we may assume S = r176 A, B, C) a regular Rees matrix semigroup of A • B matrices, with structure group G and regular structure matrix C. See [1] or [8] . Clearly S --~ S/= is a y-homomorphism with S/~ if: {0}, thus S --~ S/=--is an element of ~(S). Let q~ E ~(S), then to prove (a), it will suffice to show that ~p(sx) = cp(s2) implies Sl ----s2. Let Xl, x2 ~ S, then
Now, cp-l(0)= {0}, since S is 0-simple and ~o(S)~ (0}. Thus either XlSxX2 = XlS2X2 = 0 or both XlS~X2 and XlS2X2 lie in S --{0}. In the latter case, xls~x2~xlsxxe and there are al, a2, ba, b2 ~ S so that
~1 and ~2 belong to the same (maximal) subgroup G :/: {0} of S, and bl~ib2 = XlSlX2, bl~2b~ = xls2x~. But ~ being 1-1 on G, ~(cq) ~ q~(c~2) implies % = ~2 and hence XlSaX2 = baa2b2 = XlS2X2 and (a) is proved.
We now prove (b). Since S z = S, it is easy to verify that S/-~ is a GGM semigroup. Let q~ : S , , Tbe any epimorphism with Ta GGM semigroup. It will suffice to prove that sl ~ s2 implies q~(sz) = ~(s2). This is trivial if T = {0}. Otherwise T is a 0-simple GGM semigroup and thus for tl , t 2 E T, yltl = yxt2 for all YI e T or fly 2 = t2y 2 for all Y2 ~ T implies q = t2 9 Thus XlSlX2 = XlS2X2 for all Xl, x2 ~ S implies
for all x~, x2 ~ S, hence y~(q~(Sl)q~(x2)) = y~(q~(s2) q~(x2)) for all Yl ~ T, thus q~(s~) q~(x2) = ~(s2) ~v(x2) and so cp(Sl) Y2 = cp(s2) Y2 for all Y2 E T, which implies ~p(s0 = q~(s2). This proves (b).
We now prove (c). Let ~-* denote the transitive closure of --=(R) and ~(L), i.e., the lub of ~(R) and ~(L) in the lattice of congruences on S. Clearly sa --~* s~ implies s~ ~ s~. Also, s~ ~* 0 iff s~ -----0. Now, let
and assume XlS~X2 = x~s2x2 for all xl, x2 e S. Now (x~sO x2 = (XlS2)x2 for all x~, x2 ~S implies
Thus, for all ~A and x2~S, (g)aox2 = (gk)no,x2 and, for all /~B and x~S,
, thus s~ ~ s~ and so s2 --s3 9 Now we may choose al, a2, bl, b~ ~ S so that a~s~a2~,~axs3a2, aas~a2, and a~ssa2 lie in the same subgroup G ~ {0} of S, and baaas2b2 = sz, baa~ssa2b2 = s3. Moreover, s2 ~ s3 implies als2a2 ~ alsaa~ and thus a als2a2 = axs3a2, consequently sz = baaas2a~b2 = blaassa~b2 = s3. Thus s~ ~* s3 = s~. See 8.2.21 ft. of [8] . This proves (c).
LEMMA 1.2. Let S be a O-simple semigroup with S ~ {0}. Let ~b:S-++S olRR. Then ~b(S)~k {0} and ~b is a y-homomorphism, i.e., ~b c ~( S). Furthermore, either s 1 ~ ( L )s2 or sl = ( R )s2 implies ~b(sx) = ~b(s2).
PROOF: By Maschke's theorem, G-++ G | is an isomorphism when G is a group. By the results of Clifford-Suschkewitsch ( [1, Sect. 5.4] , we deduce immediately from the above that ~ ~ ~a(S).
The last assertion of the lemma is also immediate from the CliffordSuschkewitsch results. Alternatively, we may argue directly as follows: Let s be the left regular representation of S, ~ the right regular representation of S, and L~'*, the dual of s i.e., the second right regular representation of S. Clearly mod ~e* = mod(L~') =: (--(L)) and mod ~ = (~(R)). Now, dividing out the radical and observing that every irreducible representation vanishes on the radical, it follows from the Wedderburn theory that every (right) irreducible representation is a constituent of both ~ and ~ga*, thus ~ >~ ~b and 5('* >~ ~b and the lemma is proved. 
(S--~ S/~(R)) >~ (S ,, S o'RR) and ((S-*-~ S/=-(L)) >~ (S--+~-sO~RR).
Then by Lemma 1.1(c)
So S --++ S -~GGM and S --+-~ SmIRR are equivalent and the lemma is proved. PROOF: This lemma is easily proved by the techniques of Munn-Hewitt-Zuckermann (see [1, Theorem 5.33] ). To prove (a), choose e e K [1] so that ~(e) =/, the identity matrix. [8] .
We say T is a basic GGM(BGGM) of S iff T = GGM~(S) for some regular element s E S. Since (s # )2 = s #, it is easy to verify that GGM,(S) is a GGM semigroup. S ,, SeBOGM denotes the epimorphism
HH~ : S ,, 1-1H,(S),
where s runs through the regular elements of S. If ~:S--,-T and A C S ~0 [ A denotes cp restricted to A.
The following lemma justifies the introduction of GGM semigroups. PROOF: Since {0} is a GGM semigroup, we can assume ~ is not the null representation. Let J be the apex of ~ (see [1, Ch. 5] ), that is, J is the unique ~-minimal member of {s # "~(s #) v& 0). Let j~J, then ~(F(j)) C {0}. Now, J is regular (see [1, Ch. 5] is the equivalence class of (~1~) containing J. Finally 0(0) =: 0 6 T. Now it is very easy to verify that mod 0 is a congruence on S/F(j) and thus there is a unique way to define a multiplication in V so that 0 is an epimorphism. Thus
V ~ (S/F(j))/(mod 0).

Now consider fl = H,O~j where t' ~ T --{0}: fl S---~S/F(j)
,, V---~GGM~(V)----U.
By construction, ~ and 0r# induce the same congruence on the ideal J w F(j). Moreover, H~ is one-to-one on T, since (T/~)= T. Thus fl and ~ induce the same congruence on the ideal J k3 F(j).
Let I = H~(T) = fl(J u F(j)).
Then/is 0-simple, being isomorphic to T, so I ~ = I. Thus it is easy to verify that U ----GGM,(V) is a GGM semigroup with respect to the 0-minimal ideal L See 8.2 of [8] . Now, let ~b be the right Schtitzenberger representation of GGM~(V) = U with respect to I (see Sect. 3.5 of [1] and 8.2 of [8] ). Since U is GGM with respect to /, ~b is one-to-one on U. Furthermore, ~b takes values in row-monomial matrices with coefficients in G ~ where G is a maximal subgroup of I, not equal to 0~I so ~b : U~ RM(m, G). Let R be the right regular representation of K [G] . Let R # be the homomorphism which assigns to the m • m row-monomial matrix (x~j) over G o the mn • mn matrix (R(x~)) over K. R # is one-to-one since R is one-to-one. Let cp = R # ~b, then ~ is one-to-one on U, hence also on T, so a = ~fl is a representation of S which induces the same congruence on the ideal J w F(j) as ~. Moreover ~(F(j)) = 0 and o~(F(j)) = 0. Finally, since ~b and 9 are one-to-one on U, mod a = rood/3 and fl(S) = U, a GGM semigroup. Thus, to complete the proof, it suffices to show that ~t ~> fl and ~ >~ ~.
We first show ~ ~> ft. Suppose fl (sO 4=/3(sa) , then since/3(S) ----U is a GGM, there exists x ~ I such that x/3(sl)4 = x/3(sz), x/3(Sl), x/3(s2)~ I. To show a >~ ~, it will suffice to prove that ~ is an irreducible constituent of ~. Let N be the kernel of a restricted to H, H a maximal subgroup of S contained in J. By Maschke's and Wedderburn's theorem, 9 restricted to/3(H) = G contains all irreducible representations of G as constituents since the right regular representation of G does. 
$,(F(s)) = H~(F(s)) = O.
RHODES
Now, H~(S) is a GGM semigroup, so it follows easily (as in the preceding proof of ~ >~/3) that ~b~ >~ H~.
LEMMA 1.7. S ~-~-S | is equivalent to S ,, S '~GGM. Further, S --~ S v+'~" exists and is equivalent to S ~ S | and S -+-~ S |176
PROOF: (See 8.3.15 of [8] .) The first assertion follows immediately from Fact. 8.3.4 of [8] . Let s be a regular element of S. Then it is very easy to verify that H, is one-to-one on the subgroups of S contained in s #, PROOF: Theorem 1.2 follows from the Burnside-Steinberg theorem [7] and Theorem 1.1. The details are as follows: To prove (a) we may assume is a faithful representation of T and then we must show
H,(F(s))-----
R(~): T--+. R(~)(T)
is equivalent to T , > T | Let U be a representation and let ~'~ = ~,' @ -.-@ q/ (n terms) for n = 0, 1, 2 ..... where @ denotes the tensor product and q/denotes the representation always taking the value (1), the one by one matrix with entry 1 s K. Let X(~) denote the character of ~'. Let X1 = X(~I) ..... Xq = X(~q) be the non-zero irreducible characters of S. Let X(~ ~) = ~j~l a~x j . Then the Burnside-Steinberg theorem asserts that, for each j with 1 ~< j ~ q, there exists an m(j) = m ~ 0 so that amj :/: 0.
It is well known that, if K has characteristic zero, every completely reducible module is uniquely determined by its character (see [9] But the reverse inequality is immediate since R(~) is completely reducible. This proves (a).
The assertions of (b) follow immediately from (a) and Theorem 1.1. This proves Theorem 1.2. [8] for extensive background and exposition. For additional references see [3] , [4] , [5] , and [6] .) We recall the definition of the (group) complexity of a finite semigroup S.
If S~ and $2 are semigroups and Y is a homomorphism of 5'1 into endo(S2), the semigroup of endomorphisms of S~, the semidirect product Then #G(C(S) ) is the smallest number of groups appearing in the solutions of equation (2.
1). Let #G(S) = #G(C(S)).
Finally we introduce the following notation. Let (c) Consider PROOF: The theorem is proved by applying Theorem A of [5] together with its corollaries as developed in [6] . For a detailed exposition see Chapter 9 of [8] , especially Definition 9.24 and Theorem 9.2.5.
(a') S s is combinatorial and #~(S) ~ #a(SV+l).
The assertion of (a) follows by Proposition 6.10 of [6] or Theorem 9.2.15 and Corollary 9.3.4 of [8] . To prove (b) first assume S ~' = 1. Then S ~ is right simple. Thus by the well-known structure theorem for right simple semigroups (see [1] or [8] ), #c(S ~) ----1, #c(S ~) ----0, so (b) is true in this case. Now, assume S v~' :~ (1}, then Remark 6.5 of [6] (see also [5] and [8] ) yields When S has a unique minimal or 0-minimal ideal I (e.g., S a GGM semigroup ~ {0}) we write RLM(S) for RLM~(S) @ 0, s ~/.
C(S) = {~ aixi : ai an integer}
denotes the character ring of S, the operations being pointwise addition and multiplication. As is well known, X~ .... , X,, are linearly independent over K, see [2] . and hence over the integers.
The following definition is fundamental. (See Definition 9.2.4(j), pp. 238-239 of [8] .)
DEFINITION 2.2. A(S):Cg(S)--~(S) is the linear transformation given by
A(S)(xs ) ----x(RLM(~s(S))), (2.7) A(S)(~ a,x,) = ~ a,A(S)(xi).
Note that the matrix (~is) of A(S) has non-negative integer coefficients. PROOF: Let ~ be the apex of ~s 9 Since S is a union of groups, Jj is a simple subsemigroup of S. Let I s = o~s(Js). Then I s is a simple semigroup which has a faithful irreducible representation (induced by ~s). Thus, by Lemma 1.1, 1/~ ~ Is. Now, suppose that each subgroup of ls has order one, i.e., I s is combinatorial. Then it is well known (see [1] or [8] ) that lj ~ A~ z • Bj ", but then I/=--has order one. Thus I s combinatorial implies It = ~s(Js) = {x}. Now since x is a non-zero idempotent and ~s is irreducible it follows easily that x = l e K. 
THEOREM B. Let S be a semigroup which is a union of groups. Then (a) B(S) is nilpotent, i.e., index (B(S)) < q-oo, (b) index (B(S)) = #c(S).
PROOF: (For a detailed exposition of the proof of Theorem B assuming the lemmas of this paper proved earlier, see Lemma 9.2.32 of [8] .) We introduce the following notation. Let X be a non-empty subset of if(S). 
Then H(X) : S ~, H(X)(S) is the epimorphism
#~(s)-l = #~[H(a(S)[~(S)])(S)].
Replacing S by H(A(S)[~(S)])(S) and repeating the argument k times, we have #o(s) -k = #~[H(A(S)'~[~(S)])(S)]
as long as the right-hand side is positive. When H
(A(S)~[T(S)])(S) is combinatorial, H(A(S)k[~(S)])
contains only irreducible representations with range C{0, 1}, thus B(S) k is the zero operator. Now (a) and (b) follow from Theorem A.
